POST HOLE DIGGERS

Our post hole diggers have been and always will be 100% American made. Seymour Midwest manufactures the most complete line of post hole diggers in the industry, consisting of 25 different diggers, including models for fencing contractors, utility linemen, and others who require precision performance.

THE HERCULES PATTERN... provides maximum strength for the most demanding industrial and commercial jobs.

21210 Structron hercules digger PD48
- 6.25" point spread
- 48" fiberglass handle, cushion grip

21211 Seymour Hercules digger DG-11FG
- 6.25" point spread
- 48" fiberglass handle, vinyl grip

21215 Structron hercules digger
- 6.25" point spread
- 48" hardwood handle

21200 Seymour hercules digger
- 6.25" point spread
- 48" hardwood handle, DG-11

21206 Seymour hercules digger
- 6.25" point spread
- 72" hardwood handle, DG-116

21208 Seymour hercules digger
- 6.25" point spread
- 96" hardwood handle, DG-118

THE ATLAS PATTERN... is best suited for homeowner use and other occasional use applications.

21117 Seymour extra heavy-duty atlas digger DG-17FG
- 6" point spread
- 48" fiberglass handle, vinyl grip

21110 Seymour atlas digger DG-100FG
- 6" point spread
- 48" fiberglass handle, vinyl grip

21180 ProValue homeowner digger DG-80FG
- 5" point spread
- 48" fiberglass handle, vinyl grip

21109 Seymour extra heavy-duty atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 48" hardwood handle, DG-17

21105 Seymour medium-duty atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 48" hardwood handle, DG-10

21106 Seymour medium-duty atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 72" hardwood handle, DG-106

21108 Seymour medium-duty atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 96" hardwood handle, DG-108

21100 Seymour atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 48" hardwood handle, DG-100

21025 ProValue junior atlas digger
- 5" point spread
- 42" hardwood handle, DG-25
**POST HOLE DIGGERS**

**THE PERFECTION PATTERN...**
has a unique “clamshell” head for digging in sandy, loamy, loosely-packed soils.

21245 Seymour perfection digger DG-12FG
- 7.25” point spread
- 48” fiberglass handle, vinyl grip

21244 Seymour perfection digger
- 5” point spread
- 48” hardwood handle, DG-12

21246 Seymour perfection digger
- 5” point spread
- 72” hardwood handle, DG-126

21248 Seymour perfection digger
- 5” point spread
- 96” hardwood handle, DG-128

**THE BUCKEYE PATTERN...**
features strong steel pipe handles welded to the thick yokes for digging in the hardest soils.

21230 Seymour buckeye digger
- 6.5” point spread
- 48” steel handles, DG-16

**THE LONESTAR PATTERN...**
features strong tubular steel handles welded to the thick yokes for digging in the hardest soils.

21220 Seymour lonestar digger
- 6.25” point spread
- 48” steel handles, DG-15

21075 ProValue homeowner digger
- 5” point spread
- 48” hardwood handle, DG-75

21060 SmartBuy promotional digger
- 5” point spread
- 48” hardwood handle, DG-60

**THE GIBBS PATTERN...**
combines a single blade with hinge action that acts like a bucket to bring loose soil to the surface. Also called a mud bucket.

21264 Seymour Gibbs digger
- Single blade with hinge action
- 54” hardwood handle, DG-18

21266 Seymour Gibbs digger
- Single blade with hinge action
- 72” hardwood handle, DG-186

21268 Seymour Gibbs digger
- Single blade with hinge action
- 96” hardwood handle, DG-188

**POST HOLE DIGGER REPLACEMENT HANDLES**

- SP21096 48” replacement handle for DG-100, DG-75
- SP21099 72” replacement handle for DG-106, DG-116, DG-126
- SP21000 96” replacement handle for DG-108, DG-118, DG-128
- SP21095 48” replacement handle for DG-10, DG-11, DG-12
- SP21004 48” replacement handle for DG-14
- SP21005 72” replacement handle for DG-186
- SP21006 96” replacement handle for DG-188
- SP21007 54” replacement handle for DG-18
- SP21008 Short lever replacement handle for DG-18
For decades farmers, ranchers and fencing professionals have counted on Seymour for high quality fencing tools. Our all-steel post drivers can install posts in the toughest soil conditions. Handy fencing pliers are often used with our ring fasteners for wire and mesh fencing.

### FENCING TOOLS

85620 Seymour post driver
- 2.5” square tube, 19 pounds of power
- Heavy-duty, powder coated construction

85623 Seymour post driver
- 3” square tube, 22 pounds of power
- Heavy-duty, powder coated construction

85630 Seymour long reach post driver
- 2.5” square tube, 19 pounds of power
- Heavy-duty, powder coated construction

85633 Seymour long reach post driver
- 3” square tube, 22 pounds of power
- Heavy-duty, powder coated construction

### POST DRIVER CONSTRUCTION
- All steel
- Square tubing
- Powder coated
- Heavy-duty

41026 Seymour fence pliers
- 10.5” alloy steel head
- Forged handles with vinyl grips, 2T-1900

41020 Seymour fence pliers
- 10” square nose head
- Forged handles with vinyl grips, 2T-110

41021 Seymour fence pliers
- 10” round nose head
- Forged handles with vinyl grips, 2T-120
IWAN AUGERS
are designed for general purpose use in a variety of soils. Steel blades are riveted to tough pliable iron yoke. Has a steel shaft with a welded steel t-handle.

21302 Seymour 2” Iwan auger
• 2” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S2

21303 Seymour 3” Iwan auger
• 3” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S3

21304 Seymour 4” Iwan auger
• 4” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S4

21306 Seymour 6” Iwan auger
• 6” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S6

21308 Seymour 8” Iwan auger
• 8” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S8

21310 Seymour 10” Iwan auger
• 10” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S10

21312 Seymour 12” Iwan auger
• 12” point spread, steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-S12

ADJUSTABLE IWAN AUGERS
will bore holes of varying diameters

21324 Seymour 4-5-6” diameter adjustable iwan auger
• Steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-A1

21326 Seymour 6-7-8” diameter adjustable iwan auger
• Steel head/shaft
• Hardwood handle, AU-A2

TREE FEEDING AUGERS
bore a 2” diameter hole for applying plant food and water to roots.

21332 Seymour 2” tree feeding auger
• 2” point spread, steel head
• 36” steel shaft, AU-02T

DIGWELL AUGERS
have a telescoping steel handle for a total working length up to 9’. The square steel extension is dimpled at 7” intervals for locking in settings.

21348 Seymour 8-14” digwell auger
• Hinged blade
• 5’ steel shaft telescopes to 9’, hardwood handle, DW-D1

AUGER REPLACEMENT HANDLES & PARTS
AU-1AH Auger Handle, hardwood cross, 21”, for all except AU-S12
AU-1AX Auger extensions, 3/4” X 48” with threaded coupling
AU-2AH Auger Handle, hardwood cross, 30”, for AU-S12
AU-904B AU-A1 adjustable auger blade (including rivets)
AU-906B AU-A2 adjustable auger blade (including rivets)
AU-90S10 Iwan auger head, 10”
AU-90S12 Iwan auger head, 12”
AU-90S8 Iwan auger head, 8”

Professionals have relied on Seymour augers for generations to bore holes in all soil types. We offer models for post installation, shallow well drilling, tree root feeding, pest control and other applications. Count on these time-proven tools for great results.